Application of a small microcomputer to cell image analysis.
Solutions to three problems in using small microcomputers for interactive cell image analysis are discussed. (1) To allow interactive processing of up to 62 X 88 pixels on inexpensive screens, data can be displayed in gray levels with an approximate logarithmic grading. Each pixel is composed of 32 screen coordinates, applying the dither matrix method to avoid artificial structures. (2) To mark special regions of interest in the image, a graphic cursor, handled from the keyboard, was implemented. (3) To evaluate parts of the image, as outlined by the cursor, the program must distinguish whether a particular pixel is outside, inside or on the border of the region. The developed algorithms permit practical interactive evaluation of cell images on a small microcomputer, with no image analysis implementation. However, it is necessary that the assembly language of the microprocessor be available for some sophisticated programming and that the operating system support graphic facilities with an appropriate resolution.